Abstract Conventional non-segmented magnetic resonance phase velocity mapping (MRPVM) is an accurate but relatively slow velocimetric technique. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of the much faster segmented k-space MRPVM in quantifying flow. The axial velocity was measured in four straight tubes (inner diameter: 5.6-26.2 mm), using a segmented MRPVM sequence with seven lines of k-space per segment. The flow rate and flow volume were accurately quantified (errors<5%) under steady (r 2 =0.99) and pulsatile flow (r 2 =0.98), respectively. The measured velocity profiles and flow rates from the segmented sequence agreed with those from the non-segmented (p>0.05). Changing the slice thickness or the field of view did not affect the accuracy of the measurements. The results of this study suggest that fast, segmented MRPVM can be used for accurate flow quantification.
Introduction
Hydrogen-based magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is routinely used to provide anatomical, functional, and velocimetric information non-invasively. This imaging modality is based on the fact that inside a strong magnetic field the magnetic moments of hydrogen nuclei (spinning protons) align (parallel and anti-parallel) with the direction of the magnetic field. The strong magnetic field causes the spinning protons to ''precess'', similarly to the way that a spinning top wobbles around its axis as a result of its spin and the gravitational force. The frequency of this precession depends on the strength of the magnetic field. Using radio-frequency pulses with a frequency equal to this precession frequency, the protons can be energetically excited. As they return to equilibrium, they emit a signal that can be detected and used to reconstruct an image. By applying a combination of magnetic field gradients in all three directions in space (slice selection direction, phase encoding direction, and frequency encoding direction) during the procedure, the position of the excited protons can be spatially encoded (Fig. 1 ). This encoding is essential in image acquisition and reconstruction. The raw data (from the received signal) are in the frequency domain (k-space). Each time the protons are excited and then return to equilibrium, the received signal is used to fill one line of k-space. For an image of 256·256 pixels, 256 k-space lines are normally needed (although there are ways to reduce this number). After the k-space is filled with the proper amount of data, a two-dimensional Fourier transform reconstructs the image in the spatial domain.
An important feature of MR (which is the focus of this text) is its ability to measure flow velocity in any spatial direction via a technique called magnetic resonance phase velocity mapping (MRPVM). By applying proper bipolar magnetic field gradients (Fig. 1) , the velocity of the protons can be encoded in the phase of the received signal (Moran 1982) . This phase-velocity encoding follows a linear equation:
where / is the phase of the received signal (rad), c is the gyromagnetic ratio (Hz/T), v is the velocity (assumed constant) (m/s), M 1 is the first moment of the gradient waveform (T s 2 /m) at the echo time (TE), G(t) is the magnetic field gradient (T/m), A g is the ''area'' of each lobe of the bipolar gradient (T/m s), and T is the time between the centers of the two lobes of the gradient (s). The magnitude of the acquired signal is used to reconstruct the magnitude (anatomic) image, whereas the phase of the signal can be used to reconstruct a velocity map.
The velocimetric capability of MR has been widely used clinically (Pelc et al. 1992; Bogren and Buonocore 1994; Chatzimavroudis et al. 1998a; Kilner et al. 1993 ), but also in non-biomedical applications, such as to characterize the velocity profiles of pure fluids and suspensions (Corbett et al. 1995) , to study flow in porous media (Mansfield et al. 1992) , to visualize flow in fixed-bed reactors (Mantle et al. 2001) , as a rheological technique (Britton and Callaghan 2000) and viscometer (Arola et al. 1997) , and in other fluid mechanics applications. The accuracy of MRPVM has been sufficiently high, with errors of less than 10% under both steady and pulsatile flow conditions (Duerk and Pattanu 1988; Meier et al. 1988; Chatzimavroudis et al. 1997; Chatzimavroudis et al. 1998b; Moser et al. 2000) . Clinical studies evaluating the potential and reliability of MRPVM for blood flow characterization or quantification have shown good correlations between MRPVM and conventional velocimetric (Doppler ultrasound) and flowmetric techniques (Meier et al. 1988; Dulce et al. 1992; Pelc et al. 1992) .
Conventional MRPVM is performed using a gradientecho sequence with a bipolar velocity-encoding gradient in the desired direction for velocity measurement (Fig. 1) . In the case of pulsatile flow, such as arterial flow in the human body, multiple measurements are acquired during the (cardiac) cycle. The MR scanner can be triggered by the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal of the human subject to identify the beginning of the cardiac cycle, and then a number of image acquisitions are performed at different time points (time phases) throughout the cycle. For each time phase, only one excitation, spatial encoding, and signal readout is performed to fill one line in the k-space. To obtain the necessary number N of k-space lines for a successful image reconstruction under the desired spatial resolution, data must be acquired over N sequential heart beats. For example, for 128 k-space lines, the acquisition requires approximately 2 min, whereas for 256 lines, the acquisition requires approximately 4 min (depending on heart rate and imaging parameters). Since blood flow measurement is usually only part of a complete cardiac MR examination and since new clinical protocols have started to involve multiple velocity acquisitions (Walker et al. 1995; Chatzimavroudis et al. 1998a; Walker et al. 2000) , this single line non-segmented k-space technique becomes less practical clinically.
With the development of rapid imaging sequences, such as turbo gradient echo (TGE), the process of proton excitation, spatial encoding, and signal readout is performed very rapidly. Therefore, instead of acquiring only one k-space line for each time phase of the cardiac cycle and then wait until the next heart beat to acquire the next k-space line (non-segmented sequence), a segment of M kspace lines can be acquired very rapidly per time phase during each heart beat (segmented sequence). In other words, the segmented sequence is performed with such high speed that there is enough time to excite the protons, encode their position, and read the signal M times per time phase. As a result, for each time phase of the cardiac cycle, a segment of M k-space lines are obtained. Thus, to fill the total of N k-space lines, data must be acquired over N/M heart beats (instead of N heart beats for the non-segmented sequence). Consequently, if the number of lines per segment (M) is large enough, the acquisition can be performed in seconds instead of minutes, with high temporal and spatial resolution (Mohiaddin et al. 1995; Thomsen et al. 1995; Davis et al. 1997; Bock et al. 1998; Poutanen et al. 1998; Laffon et al. 1999) . The larger the number (M) of lines per segment, the faster the acquisition. However, as the number of lines per segment increases, the temporal resolution of the acquired data becomes lower (less time phases can be acquired during the cardiac cycle as a result of the increase in the time interval assigned for each time phase).
If velocity-encoding gradients are added to the regular TGE sequence, the flow velocity can be measured rapidly. By placing an imaging slice perpendicular to the long axis of a tube and by measuring the axial velocity profile, the flow rate can be calculated by integrating the velocity over the cross-sectional area of the tube. If the flow is pulsatile, integration of the flow rate over the duration of a cycle results in the calculation of the flow volume per cycle.
The aim of this in vitro study was to evaluate the accuracy of segmented k-space TGE MRPVM in quantifying flow from through-plane velocity measurements, under a variety of flow conditions and imaging parameters. 
